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This now-classic text presents the most relevant points in clinical neuroanatomy with mnemonics,

humor and case presentations. For neuroanatomy courses and Board review. Includes attached

CD-ROM on Neurologic Localization with 3D animated rotations of the brain. Neuroanatomy

laboratory tutorial with photographs of brain specimens. Clicking on any area of the nervous system

reveals the name of the structure and the effects of an injury to that area, with explanations.

Selecting a symptom graphically shows all areas of the nervous system that, when injured, could

result in the symptom. Tutorial on how to localize neurologic injuries; Interactive quiz of classic

neurologic cases; Windows/Macintosh CD + book. 5th edition adds a new chapter on

neurotransmitters.
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This is the granddaddy of the MRS books, written by the series originator, Dr. Goldberg. I got the

earliest edition of this book in 1974, and learned from his explanations and the drawings. Now I'm

back in college in the new century, and here he is still, and with an interactive CD to boot. Dr.

Goldberg, thank you for your clarifying explanations and your influence on my career!

I bought my First Clinical Neuroanatomy MRS when I was in med school. I lost my copy when I was

moving so I bought a new copy. 2nd year of residency i still proudly display it on my book shelf. P.S

this review is biased because I love the MRS series.



I shared this book with a colleague and she informed me that many students have purchased

thisbook and it has become very popular at the university. It should be used as a text book for

undergrads.

Excellent refresher!! I am a craniocervical junction specialist and reviewing the neuroanatomy helps

me better explain concepts to my patients.

Somewhat disappointing. Could have been a pamphlet and really had little beyond what you likely

already knew. Very little information on brain location/function. Hello? Broca's area, amygdala? Did I

say disappointing, especially for the price.

Used this book in addition to my lecture material and really loved the simplified pictures. I find only

after having a simplified picture of anatomy in my mind can I start inserting the more detailed parts.

This book really gave a great overall picture of neuroanatomy and included some diseases as well.

Would recommend this book to a friend.

When studying for my specialist in neurologic PT exam, this was the go-to resource for my study

group and me. The writing and drawings are SO CLEAR on certain points that aren't well-explained

in other textbooks. And because it's so concise, it's simple to carry around and reference quickly

when you're studying. Like a previous reviewer said, it's not what you read that matters, it's what

you remember. This book is great at helping solidify key points in your memory. I've since loaned it

to 4 friends taking the exam and it's everyone's favorite neuro study guide!!

A great an useful tool for any medical student. I use this for my USMLE step 1 review, and highly

recommend. As with other books in the "made ridiculously simple" series, this book has just enough

information to help you understand the material, but not too much, Where he becomes unnecessary

for USMLE.
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